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• Remote Monitoring

• 0.2L (Bin) & 2.5L (Bag) 
Dust Capacity 

• Clean Station

• Misty White

• 210min Charging 
Time

• Weight: 4.4kg

•
305 mm 

(H) 525 mm
(D) 450 mm

AI Object Recognition

and furniture1, mapping their locations. Jetbot will then clean 
closely around items, keep a safe distance from fragile objects 
or avoid anything dangerous2.

AI OBJECT 
RECOGNITION

JET LIVE  HOME MONITORING  CLEAN STATION  INTELLIGENT POWER CONTROL

Jet Live Home Monitoring 
Control and monitor Jetbot anytime, anywhere with Wi-Fi 
control. Using the SmartThings App6, you can remotely schedule 
it to clean selected rooms or set no-go zones. You can also 
monitor where it’s cleaning in real time and check on your pets 
or what’s happening in your home by using Jet Live.

Intelligent Power Control

Power Control7

dust. Then it automatically adjusts the suction power to clean 
it thoroughly. So it increases the suction power to clean deeper 
into carpets with power control technology.

1. Example items: air conditioner (stand type), refrigerator, TV, washing machine/dryer, , AirDresser, sofa, bed, bookshelf, table, Bespoke(Refrigerator,Dishwasher), excrement, electrical cable, towel/sock, cup, 
Glasse cup, bottles, bowl, vase. 2. Object recognition may be affected by an object’s shape or the environmental conditions. 3. May vary depending on the amount of dust in actual home environments.
4. Results may vary depending on individual use. Dust and hair stuck inside the grille may not be removed with a single cycle. 5. Based on internal testing, using Max mode, in accordance with the IEC62885-2 Cl. 5.11 
standard. Results may vary depending on the actual home conditions. 6. Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection and a Samsung account are required. 7. Intelligent Power Control is only available in 
Smart mode.

Clean Station
Enjoy a convenient and hygienic way of emptying your dustbin 
every 1-3 months3. After cleaning, the Jetbot automatically 
returns to the Clean Station, which removes dust4 using “Air 
Pulse” technology. In addition to this, a multi-layered Filtration 

5. Clean Station included in 
the box.
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